
CORE STRENGTH 
TRX Suspension Training PRO Kit
Created by the pioneers in Suspension 
Training body weight exercise, the TRX Pro 
Kit has all the equipment, workouts and 
education you need.

Enjoy the fabric-covered tubes that give 
extra peace of mind and protect the tubing 
from nicks, cuts, and overstretching.

Premium Power Tube Package

INSPIRE FT1
Functional Trainer
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OCTANE RO
Rowing Machine

INSPIRE 
Bench
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Premium Power Tube Package

Life Sport Fitness Mat
The Life Sport Extra Thick Mat is simply a 
must for performing all your floor exercises.

Dumbbells Kettlebells

Bosu Balls

Massagers

The BOSU® Balance Trainer debuted in 
2000 and quickly became one of the most 
successful fitness training products in the 
world. 

Hyperwear Sandbells

The SandBell is a neoprene 
disc filled with sand that will 
challenge your strength.

Great gift ideas for the 
active people in your life.

Diversify your 
workout. 
Read more inside.

HYPERWEAR
Elite Weighted Vest



GIFTS FOR YOUR 
CARDIO MANIAC

PRECOR AND TRUE TREADMILLS

Precor Precision Series Treadmills

The staple of any cardio workout!

• Patented shock absorption to protect 
the knees and ankles

• 2% decline function to improve overall 
running performance and leg strength

• Maintenance free and reversible deck - 
worry free for the life of the treadmill

• 10 year parts warranty to protect your 
workout routine and investment

Interest Free Financing for Qualified Buyers

True Performance Series Treadmills

• Orthopedic belt option for soft foot 
strikes

• Intuitive console options for ease of 
use and functionality

• Industry leading customer support 
and protection 

Interest Free Financing for Qualified Buyers

Shop In-Store | AmericanHomeFitness.com



INTEGRATED FITNESS 
IT’S WHERE IT’S AT

Shop In-Store | AmericanHomeFitness.com

One mirror, many trainers, 
hundreds of workouts. Reflect 
on that!

MIRROR

HYDROW
The Live Outdoor Reality™ Rower

• Connects you with world class 
athletes, trainers, and fellow-athletes 
by bringing the benefits of rowing 
outdoors into your home

• Row in real time with world class 
trainers streaming live from the water

• Combine strength and cardio 
workouts into one low-impact 
workout

• Plus, Hydrow’s Live Outdoor Reality™ 
for an immersive experience with live 
or on-demand video that is perfect 
from the beginner to experienced 
athlete

• 31 lbs of flywheel
• State of the art magnetic resistance system
• Access first class workouts from Inspire 

Fitness trainers while using the Inspire 
Fitness app

• Join a live class or stream on demand.

The best cycles with the best 
apps. Peloton to Inspire!

INSPIRE IC1.5 & LIVE APP



BENIFITS OF DIVERSIFYING 
YOUR WORKOUT

Shop In-Store | AmericanHomeFitness.com

Working out is something everyone can benefit 
from. This is a given, as it is one of the most 

important ways to retain good health. Choosing to 
maintain a workout routine as you age will vastly 
increase your life expectancy. Not only does it keep 
your body in a stronger, fitter state, but it can also slow 
the aging process, which occurs as a result of exercise 
slowing the deterioration of cells. It is, therefore, very 
important to keep exercising throughout your life, but 
there is a detail that you must consider through this 
process—having a variety of workout routines.

Your body will become accustomed to certain routines 
over time, but it will also change as you continue to age. 
These aspects make it important to keep changing up 
your workout routines. Having a wide variety of exercise 
combinations in your workout routine is important for 
many reasons, some of which have to do with strength 
and endurance, while others relate to more basic 

elements of physical health that often get overlooked. 
Here, we take an in-depth look at the benefits of 
diversifying your workout routine.

Challenging Your Body in New Ways
This might seem like one of the most obvious reasons 
to keep changing up your workout routines, but not 
everyone is aware of some of the details. Your body 
must begin with a specific routine to get acclimated to 
exercise. You don’t want to start with a certain type or 
amount of exercises that will be too much for your body 
to handle. When you are starting out or coming back 
to working out after a long break, you need to begin 
with light workouts. However, after a few weeks, your 
body will become used to that new workout routine. 
Therefore, you essentially need to confuse the body with 
new workouts so you can continue to grow stronger and 
more fit.

If you keep doing the same workout, your strength, 
endurance, and muscle growth will plateau. This is also 
important if you are trying to lose weight. You will need 
to gradually advance to more intense routines if you 
want to drop more pounds. Having a varied workout 
routine that includes resistance training, weight lifting, 
endurance exercise, or sprint intervals can help you lose 
more fat mass and gain more lean body mass.

Helping Prevent Injuries
Create a more diverse workout routine can help you 
prevent various exercise-related injuries immensely. 
Each exercise you do is designed to work a specific part 
of your body. If you do too much of one workout, you 
risk over-working that part of your body, effectively 
wearing those muscles down over time. That, of course, 
can result in injury. If you are a weightlifter, try to choose 
sets of specific muscles to work each day. Once you have 
worked a specific muscle, give it a few days to recover. If 
you choose to work your biceps three days in a row, you 
could eventually suffer a pulled or torn muscle.

The same goes for exercises that focus on flexibility. You 
must make sure to avoid over-stretching or extending 
your muscles and tendons. Over-doing this will only 
result in more muscle and ligament injuries, which 
will then likely put you out of commission altogether 
for a while. A varied exercise routine can also mean 
using special machines and equipment from time to 
time. These machines are designed to be very safe, 
making injuries far less likely. You can find this type of 
fitness equipment in Ohio and the surrounding areas at 
American Home Fitness.

Preventing Exercise From Becoming Boring
This benefit of diversifying your workout routine might 
not seem as important as some of the others, but it’s 
actually vital. Avoiding boredom when working out is 
the key to maintaining the routine throughout your 
life. Boredom can have some of the greatest negative 
impacts on our motivation and productivity. The more 
bored we become with an activity, the less inclined we 
are to do it. When you do the same kinds of exercises 
continuously, it becomes very easy to feel bored with 
them. Eventually, the whole idea of working out can 

become less appealing to one’s mind. This is an awful 
scenario. Many people who deal with these feelings 
soon fall out of their habits of good exercise, which 
causes them to fall back into a less healthy lifestyle.

To prevent this from happening, keep an eye on how 
many weeks, or months, you’ve been doing a specific 
exercise. Search for other unique workouts that look 
interesting or that you’ve never tried before. Diversifying 
your workouts can be enough to keep you engaged and 
excited to return to the gym each day. If you are used 
to running, biking, or using an elliptical for cardio, try 
suiting up with boxing gloves and learn some drills for 
hitting the bag. There are so many exercises available to 
help you get in shape.

Finding and Learning What Works for You
A final benefit of having some diversity in your workout 
routine is it can help you find what works best for 
you. This could be helpful in finding not only the right 
exercises for yourself but also what goals you want to set 
for yourself. When you try a variety of different options, 
you will find specific exercises that you love, and some 
you cannot stand. If you absolutely hate running, that 
is okay. There are many other cardio workouts you can 
do that achieve the same effect as running. Exploring 
other workouts will only increase your knowledge of the 
options available to you.

The more you learn about different exercises, the 
easier it will be to train yourself and achieve your goals. 
Working with a trainer can be a great way to get started, 
especially if you feel lost on where to begin. Once you 
become more experienced, though, you will be able to 
figure out a plan on your own, without having to spend 
further money on a professional. Try to find something 
to take away from each of your workout experiences, 
and apply that knowledge to future workout routines.
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Spirit Rower

• Air/magnetic resistance
• Quickly adjust the resistance between 

16 levels
• Solid steel frame that folds up for easy 

storage

Octane Ro

• Quick-release foot strap
• Dual resistance – fan and magnetic 

brake
• MultiGrip handlebar
• Enhanced console featuring a calorie 

meter
• Comfort seat
• Oversized handlebar catch
• Small footprint

ROWING
ZERO IMPACT

84% of muscle engagement 0% impact!
WaterRower

• Beautifully handcrafted out of replenish-able 
woods in New England

• The WaterRower’s unique design produces an 
unrivaled simulation of the benefits of rowing
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Inspire Full Cage 
& Landmine With Dip 
Attachment

Residential / Light commercial Inspire Fitness Full Cage - 
7’ with 11 gauge frame.

• Dip Attachment
• Landmine
• Battle Rope Loop
• Band Pegs
• Multi grip pull-up bar

• Versatile design suitable for squats, bench press & 
pull ups 

• Heavy duty steel delivers a durable, long lasting 
frame 

• Vertical Olympic bar storage & weight horns make 
for easy organizing

Inspire Squat Rack

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION 
FOR YOUR FITNESS

Inspire Ultimate 
Commercial Half Rack

Includes: Landmine attachment, pull-up bar, 
resistance band pegs, eight weight plate pegs, and 
dip attachment

• Frame: Heavy-duty 7-gauge steel frame with 
powder coat finish

• Adjustments: 19 height adjustment slots for 
hooks and safety bars

• Powder Coated Finish: The Electrostatic 
powder coat offers a durable maintenance-
free finish

• Weight Capacity: 1,000lbs
• Full Commercial Warranty: 10 years on frame, 5 

years parts
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INSPIRE FID WEIGHT BENCH

Ranging from decline to incline, this bench offers 
5 total positions for any exercise. It’s a stand-
alone star with preacher curl & leg extension 
attachments too. Oversized pads provide stability 
and support with every move.

3 TIER DUMBBELL RACK

Store all of your dumbbells, safely, in one place 
with our 3-tier dumbbell rack. Three solid rows 
of racking provide more than enough space for 
your collection, without taking up too much floor 
space.

MORE
STRENGTHINSPIRE FT1 

Functional strength training for how 
you move through life.

• Compact yet complete dual pulley fitness 
center fitness in the corner of any workout area

• Dual Pulley system with 30 settings allows for 
movement in any direction for freedom of 
movement and fitness

• Two independent 150# weight stacks allows 
for isometric and freestanding exercises 
incorporate core, secondary, and stabilizing 
muscles, providing a more efficient workout

INSPIRE FT2 
The most complete home strength system 
period. Smith bar movements and cable 
movements all in one machine.

• The Most complete home gym in the market 
• Eight pulleys for functional training to 

train isometrically and in a multitude of planes
• An integrated Smith system for tradition 

straight bar workouts also uses the 
two independent ungradeable weight 
stacks eliminating the need for weight plates 
and weight storage



Echelon Smart Connect 
Bike EX5S Live Studio 
Fitness from the Comfort 
of Your Home Ride 
live with the Echelon 
Community and inspire 
each other to climb the 
leaderboard.

ECHELON

AMERICAN HOME FITNESS
HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

Shop all this and more
In-Store | AmericanHomeFitness.com
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